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Foreign Currency Market 

 

  

The Russian ruble awaits the New Year resolutions. This week, the ruble valuations 

take off from the strong Friday’s landing at 73.7 and 83.4 against the USD and the EUR, 

respectively. The RUB strengthening closer to the year-end is due to Xmas inactivity in the 

global FX space, local exporters’ selling of hard currency to pay taxes (December 27 – 

MET), as well as Brent recovery above $76/bbl. This was enough to smooth out the tense 

agenda between the NATO and Russia in recent weeks. 

As the FX market hibernates at the end of December and in early January, all eyes are on 

the risk sentiment driven by omicron headlines and risks of a new lockdown wave, 

especially in the European countries. The euro-dollar will probably consolidate in the 

range of 1.125-1.135 in the lack of significant statistical releases. For the year ahead, there 

are still multiple risks in terms of high inflation pushing expectations of faster policy 

tightening from key central banks, primarily, the US Fed. Publication of the FOMC minutes 

(January 5) will offer insight into the prospects of Fed Funds hiking cycle from spring-

summer 2022. 

Once the domestic holidays are over, the ruble should be able to maintain momentum, 

owing to interim dividends to be paid by exporters — at least, until non-resident investors 

have received funds and started buying hard currency back. A new impetus for the ruble 

will come from the outcome of the Russia-NATO negotiations on January 12.  We also 

need to keep in mind the MinFin announcement of the monthly volume of FX 

interventions on January 13.  

Summing all these factors, we expect USD/RUB to fluctuate within a wide range of 72.5-

74.5, and the EUR/RUB, to stay within the corresponding range of 82.0-84.2 in the coming 

weeks. 

 

Fixed Income 
 

  

The Russian sovereign local bonds spent the week before catholic Christmas on a 

massive bull-steepening move. Yields plummeted by 25-35bp on the very front end (<3 

years), by 5-20bp on the belly (<8 years) and even edged up by 6bp for the 2 longest fixed-

rate papers (03/39 and 05/41). As a result, the yield curve is almost flat now, stuck in the 

8.40-8.55% range after 2 years. 

It's hard for us to decipher why exactly the move took place – it’s not that the fears of 

further CBR tightening are off the agenda or the US Treasury curve behaved in a similar 

fashion. It could be that domestic banks finally reinvested proceeds from repayment of 

the RUB 350bn 25083 series on December 15. An alternative version is that local players 

needed to boost OFZ holdings for the purpose of statutory ratios and aimed at the front 

end as a more defensive option. International accounts are nowhere to be seen these 

days, and it’s their actions which usually drive fluctuations of the long end and (to some 

extent) the belly. 

The Finance Ministry finished operations on the primary market with a RUB 2.64tn 

combined take-up, mostly, via fixed-rate securities (95%) and bonds maturing in 5-10 

years (63%). For 2022, the local borrowing plan is at RUB 3.42tn (our estimate of notional) 

which means yield pressures on the belly and the long end will remain pronounced. 

 

Main Indicators Russian Weekly 

 
 

 Last 1wk ytd 

USD/RUB 73.6 -0.6% -0.6% 

EUR/RUB 83.4 0.0% -8.0% 

EUR/USD 1.132 0.7% -7.3% 

DXY 96.0 0.0% 6.8% 

Brent, $/bbl 76.1 3.6% 47.0% 

Gold, $/t oz 1,810 0.7% -4.6% 
 

 
EM currencies last week * 
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 Last 1wk ytd 

$ UST'10, % 1.49 0.09 0.58 
€ BUND'10, % -0.25 0.13 0.32 

$ Russia'29, % 2.78 0.09 0.65 

OFZ 5y (26229), % 8.46 -0.16 2.94 

OFZ 10y (26228), % 8.46 -0.01 2.43 

OFZ 15y (26225), % 8.41 -0.04 1.97 
 

 
Russian local sovereign bonds last week 
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Russian Weekly 
 

Money Market 

 

  

Russian banks reached the final week of December in unusual fashion. Traditionally, 

combination of tax payments in December and return of Treasury funds under depo/repo 

facilities has caused acute stress with ruble liquidity. This time around, last Tuesday 

credit institutions raised supply of money on weekly deposits with the CBR (from RUB 

1.0tn to RUB 1.6tn), while on Friday placed extra RUB 830bn via a 3-day ‘fine-tune’ 

deposit. Short-term rates stay very quiet and below the key rate threshold – Ruonia 

8.01%, MosPrime o/n 8.48%. 

One of the notable exemptions of this year is a very decent volume of liquidity 

accumulated on nostro accounts with the CBR – RUB 2.5tn today morning (and RUB 4.5tn 

on recent highs). It also helps that various facilities from the Treasury are still available. 

For instance, this week banks will be able to raise up to RUB 600bn in common account 

deposits (vs. repayment of RUB 550bn), up to RUB 250bn via common account repo (vs. 

repayment of RUB 100bn). There’s also the o/n facility where up to RUB 400bn can be 

attracted. 

This week, it’s still natural to expect that banks will compete for funding through the year-

end. Otherwise, it looks like we are destined for a relatively benign landscape ruble 

liquidity-wise. 

 

 

Macroeconomics 
 

  

A flare-up of weekly inflation as a negative surprise. After two calm weeks in early 

December (0.07% wow and 0.06% wow), consumer prices in Russia jumped by 0.32% wow 

over the period from December 14 till December 20, according to the Rosstat. As a result, 

accumulated year-to-date inflation amounted to 7.98%, and the annual estimate moved 

higher above 8.2% yoy. 

This inflation print was significantly affected by a surge in food inflation due to price 

growth in meat, food and vegetables and selected products. Non-food products also 

helped to step up price pressure, especially among consumer electronics. The ongoing 

growth of fuel prices remains a subject of concern. 

With no valid fortune-telling device to accurately predict inflation dynamics these days, 

the decision to raise the key rate by 100bp to 8.50% p.a. on December 17 allowed the CBR  

to get ahead of the curve, a bit. The coming year opens up prospects of a monetary policy 

tightening for global central bankers (in particular, in the US) to curb high inflation. On 

the contrary, most experts assume the Bank of Russia would be ready to start reversing 

the tightening cycle by the end of 2022. However, let’s make it through 1H22 without rate 

hikes first. 
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 Last 1wk ytd 

Ruonia o/n % 8.01 0.51 3.74 
USD/RUB swap o/n, % 8.06 0.54 3.32 

₽ Mosprime'3m, % 9.52 0.34 4.60 

$ Libor'3m,% 0.22 0.01 -0.02 

USD/RUB Xccy 1y, % 9.12 0.02 4.89 

USD/RUB basis 1y, bp -109 -6 -27 
 

 
RUB liquidity surplus is set to shrink 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Indicator * Last Prior 
 

Markit PMI Mfg Nov 51.7 Oct 51.6 

Markit PMI Services Nov 47.1 Oct 48.8 

Car Sales, % yoy Nov -20.4 Oct -18.1 

CPI, % yoy Nov 8.4 Oct 8.1 

CBR Reserves, $bn Nov 623 Oct 624 

Trade Balance, $bn Oct 19.8 Sep 20.0 

Budget Balance, ytd ₽tn Nov 2.3 Oct 2.3 

Ind. production, % yoy Nov 7.0 Oct 7.4 

Retail Sales, % yoy Oct 4.1 Sep 5.6 

Unemployment Rate, % Oct 4.3 Sep 4.3 

Real Wages, % yoy Sep 2.0 Aug 1.5 

GDP, % yoy 3Q21 4.3 2Q21 10.5 

CA Balance, $bn 3Q21 40.8 2Q21 18.2 

 

  

 

Outlook  

 
 

Indicator 1Q22 2Q22 3Q22 

Brent, $/bbl 80.0 80.0 75.0 

USD/RUB 72.0 72.5 73.0 

EUR/RUB 82.1 81.2 80.3 

GDP, % yoy 4.0 -0.1 2.7 

CPI, % yoy 6.7 5.8 5.3 

Key rate, % 8.50 8.50 8.25 

OFZ 10y, % 7.85 7.75 7.45 

 

 * recent updates highlighted with red  
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investor’s losses in case of a transaction with, or investment to financial instruments, specified in this report. Your responsibility includes, inter alia, an obligation to establish, whether you have 

the authority to enter into transactions with or invest into any financial instrument. 
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